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Abstrmt. The ctznccpt of reducibility in recursive function 1 heory and computational complexity 
theory is iipplicd IO real numbers to investgate the notion If rcl:ltive computability and relative 
complexity of real .numbers. Several common types of rcducibilivy such as Turing. truth-table and 
man!-one reducibijities arc considered. We also consider reducibilities defined by various sub- 
classes of recursive real functiws. Some equivalence results among these reducihilititts are 
obtained: The reducibility defined by recursive real functions iv equivalent to the generalized 
truth-table reducibilitbt; and the reducibility defined by rzcuysive increasing real functions is 
equivalent to the generAzed many-one reducibility. Similar equivalence results on polynomial 
time rei:lcibilities are also proved. Different reducibilities are distinguished. 
I&J words. Reducibility. recurcive r bnl func:ions. polyno,Cd timer. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of computability and computational complexity has been applied to 
the classes of real numbers and real functions in many directions. In particular, 
recursive function theory provides a formal setting for the definitions of computable 
real numbers and computable real functions [3, 10, 141. Furthermore, a complexity 
theory oi real numbers and real functions has been developed in the settings of 
recursive function theory and discrete complexity theory [7, S]. One of the goals 
of these studies is to find close connections between computation-theoretic and 
complexity-theoretic properties and an&ytical properties of real functions. For 
example, the magnitude of the modulus of uniform continuity of a real function 
characterizes the time complexity of the function rela.tive to an oracle set [S]. 
Another goal is to better our understanding of the structure of computable real 
numbers and computable real functions under the elTect of formal models of 
computation, such as a Turing machine. For example. the comparative studies on 
the definitions of colilplexity-boundecl real numbers formally justified the intuition 
that the Cauchy sequence representation of a real number is the most fundamental 
reprcsontation [7, 93. The use of a formal model of computation is necessary in 
order to give a formal analysis of the effect of the complex structure of real 
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computation, which usually remains mysterious in a silnplistic model like the floating- 
point model. 
In this paper, we conti;lue the investigation, toward these goals. of the concept 
of computability and computational complexity of real numbers and real functions 
by studying the relative computability and relative complexity of real numbers. Our 
main tooi is the concept of effective and resource-bounded efficient reducibilities 
which has played an important role in the study of relative computability and relative 
complexity problems [4,11]. One of the interesting areas in the study of reducibilities 
is the close connections between effective reducibilities and recursive operators. In 
the context of the computability theory of real numbers, it is natural to treat recursive 
real functions as recursive operators on the Cauchy sequence representations of real 
numbers. Thus the study of the relationship between reducibilities on real numbers 
and recursive operators on real numbers provides more insight into the structure of 
computable real functions. 
The following reducibilities, among many other types, appear to be the most 
natural and well studied in the context of recursive function theory: Turing reducibil- 
ity, truth-table reducibility and many-one reducibility [ 1 I]. W extend these 
reducibilities to real numbers and investigate their relationship with recursive 
operators. Our main results can be phrased as follows. 
t 1) A real number x is truth-table reducible to a real number y (abbr. s I=-:: ~1 
if and only if there is a computable real function f such that f(y) = s. 
(2) A real number s is many-one reducible to ;i real number y (abbr. .I- s ,if _v) if 
and only if thcrc is a monotonic increasing. computable real function f such that 
f( y) = s. 
Kcsult ( 1) may be regarded as a characterization of camputahlc real functions 
from a recursion-theoretic point of view. The use of truth-table reducibility. instead 
of the seemingly more natural Turing reducibility, in the characterizatic~n can :W 
explained by the underlying continuity property of a computable real function. It 
is well known that a computable real function must have a recursively bounded 
mociuIus function, and therefore it is a ‘nonadaptive’ reducibility in the sense thar 
there is an a priori recursive bound on the size of the queries made by an oracle 
machine which computes :\ real function. Since Turing reducibility is an adapthg 
reducibility, it is, in general, weaker than truth-table reducibility which is nonadap- 
tive. Result f 21 gives ;1 rccUrsion-theoretic ~h;lr~tcteriz;~tic,n of monotonic, compu- 
table 1~11 functions. We feel that this result is interesting because It is the first purcl! 
rec‘ur!,ic,n-thcc~r~tic char;lcterizzltic,n of mc?notonicity. which is a purely aiidytk 
wnwpt. hth results show the n;~tur;dncss of our fornlulations of the concc‘pt of 
reducibility. 
III addition. WC alsr) invcstigatc pd~mornial tinwbwndec1~ ‘Turing and many-one 
reducibilities and their relations to polvnomial time computable real functions. The 
rcwlts obtained arc similar to results ; 11 and (2): 
( 3) A real number _I- is polvnomial time Turinp reducible to a real number ? 
( ;If3\7r. .y =T I,‘.” _v) if :md onlv if thcrc is 3 polvnomia1 time computable rt ;11 function 
f WC’11 that f’c y b = .\‘. 
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(4) A real number x is polynomial time many-one reducible to a real number y 
(abbr. x s ,‘;” y) if and only if there is a monotonic increasing, polynomial time 
computable real function f such that f( y I= x. 
In result (3, polynomial time Turing reducibility, instead of polynomial time 
truth-table reducibility, is shown to be equivalent o the reducibility defined by a 
polynomial time-bounded operator, because polynomial time Turing reducibility is 
nonadaptive. (Indeed, one way of formulating pclynomial time truth-table reducibil- 
ity actually yields a reducibility which is equivalent to polynomial time Turlilg 
reduclbiiity. Detailed discussion is given in Section 5.1 
The formal definitions of the extensions of various reducibilities to the class of 
real numbers depend on the formulation of the representations of real numbers. 
We will delay them to later sections. On the other hand, it is convenient to treat a 
real function as a reduction function for real numbers. Indeed, a real function f 
mapping a rea! number y to a real number x may be viewed as an operator f 
carrying all Cauchq sequence representations of y to some Cauchy seq?rence 
representations of X. Assuming that f is computable, then a Cauchy sequence 
representation of x’ c;ln be computed from a Cauchy sequence representation 
of y; and hence we may say that x is reducible to y via f If further analytical 
or computa;ional properties are satisfied by f, then we obtain stronger reduci- 
bilities. 
Let 3 be a class of real functions. 
Definition 1.1. Let s ,lnd y be real numbers in [O. l]. We say x is Sreducib/e to 
y and write s + y if there is a real function f in 3 such that f ( y I= x. 
WC define various subclasses of computabk real functions as follows: 
9:83? the class of partial recursive real functions, 
&E the class of recursive reali functions, 
.kkF: the class of recursive increasing real functions, 
95: the class of polynomial time computable real functions, 
.W3: the class of polynomial time computable, increasing real functions. 
Most of the definitions of these classes are included in [S]. A summary appears in 
Section 2. 
Thus, by viewing a reducibility as a binary relation on real numbers, results ( 1 J--(d) 
together with other results we obtained may be summarized as follows: 
In Section 2 we summarize the definitions and basic facts about the 
computational complexity of real functions. Truth-table and many-one 
reducibilities on real numbers are studied in Sections 3 and 4, and polynomial 
time-bounded reducibilities are studied ir, Section 5. Section 6 contains some other 
intf:i esting reducibilities. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we summarize the definitions and basic facts about some com- 
plexity-bounded classes of real functions. Aeaders are referred to [ 7] and [S] for 
further discussions. 
TO simplify the notation, all real numbers in this paper are in the unit interval 
[O, 11, unless otherwise stated. Let D be the set of all dyadic rational numbers in 
[O, 11. That is, D is the set of all rational numbers d in [0, l] which have finite 
binary representations. Each dyadic rational ~1 in D has infinitely many finite binary 
representations, as arbitrarily many trailing zeros may be added to a representation 
of C/ without changing its value. There is a natural mapping c from (0, l}*. the set 
of :finite binary strings, to II--{ 1.0) such that L(S) is the number represented by 0.s 
in binary form. -Vote that L is not a one-to-one mapping. When there is no confusion, 
we will use s tij denote both a string s in (0, l)* and the dyadic rational number 
L(S) in II--{ 1.0). In particular, we define s < t for s, 1~ (0. l}* by L(S) < t(t). That 
is, c’ on {II. I)* represents the lexicographic ordering on (0, 1)“. For any string 
s CL (0, I>*, lot 1.~1 denote its length. For any ci c D, let lth(d) denote the length of 
the shortest representation of d. We write s - s to mean that I~I( s) - XII s 2 ’ where 
[/$I represents the absolute value of the real number y Finally, let x.-1 represent 
the characteristic function of the set A. 
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)I. We sometimes write, for con\,enience, M”( n) to denote M“‘x (n) uihere Q!J~ is the 
standard binary function for x. A real function f : [0, 1 ] + CO, l] is recursive if it is 
partial recursive with domain [O. I]. A real function f : [0, l]-+ [0, 11 is pofynomiaf 
time contptabfe if it is recursive and the time complexity of the oracle machine 
which computes f is bounded by a polynomial. 
The following characterizations of computable and polynomial time computable 
real functions are proved in [8]. We will use them very often. 
Proposition 2.1. A real firnctiorl _f : [O, I]+ [0, l] is computable if and only if there 
is ci sequerxe of piecewise hear functions if,,), and a recursive function m such that 
(i) (simple piecewise linearityi (Vdn) the break points off,, are dyadic rationals of 
/en@ 5 rn( n). and, for ail breakpoints d, JI ( d) E D. 
( ii ) ( uniform modulus) WI) (Vd,Ith(d)~nz(n),df 1) /f,,(d)--f;,(d+ 
3 mI 0 )) Ii s 2 ?I_ c 
(iii) (un~?rrni c0rzcergence) (Vn) Ws~[O, l]>~lf,l(x)- f(x)// s2-“. 
(iv) ( uniform computation) The discrete function g : O* x {O, I}* -+ D defitted by 
g(0”. Sk 1 .fMs)) if IsI = m(n), 0, of herwise, 
is comput.~ h/e. 
Proposition 2.2. A real jl4~Ic~tiOi~ ,f- W i]+ [0, l] is polynomial time computable if . 
af:tc2 only if fhere exisrs a seqifance ofpiecewise linear flfnctions {f;,}, and a polynomial 
firnctio,i ni s&i that 
(il. (ii), (iii), alid 
(iv’) there is u polynomial function q such that the function g(l)“. s) de-fined in (iv) 
iv compf f table in time 6 q ( Ii). 
An important property of recursive real functions is that a recursive real function 
has a recursive modulus function. Indeed, the recursive function m in Proposition 
2.1, as kvell as the polynomial function nz in Proposition 2.2 satisfy the following 
property: (Qx, )! E [0, l])I\x- yI\ S 2 -“““)=3 IIf -f( y)il S 2-‘(“-‘) (following imme- . 
diately from conditions (ii) and (iii) of the propositions). 
3. Recursive real functions and truth-table reducibility 
Wc first con~idtx 5 ,‘,,( r and 5 ,& p (reducihilities by partial rccursivc real functions 
Ed rtxursivc real I’unction%. respcctivcly). As ;t matter of fact, these two reducibihties 
drc qui\ ;iltW. 
Theorem 3.1. For any real numbers s, y in [0, I], x s rR.p y if and only if x 51 p Y. 
Proof. Since .-83 is a subclass of .+?W, it is immediate that x S. .,,..c y implies x s 0 b 4, Y. 
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Conversely, assume thag x 4 .P.fi.Fy via J That is, f is a partial recursive real function 
such that f(y) =x. Then, the domain of f is an open set S which contains y [8]. 
Thus, there exist two dyadic rationais d and e such that y is in the closed interval 
[L!, e 1, and [d, e] E S. Define a recursive real function g as follows: 
‘f(d) 
i 
if z s 6!, 
g(z)= f(z) ifd<z<e, 
f(e) if ed z. 
Then, g(y) = _Y and g is recursive. Thus, x s.n,i y via g. q 
The following basic facts about s.~,+ can easily be obtained. 
The reducibility 55 .,i + is the most general reducibility defined by real functions. 
It is natural to compare it with the most general reducibiiit!. used in recursive 
function theory. namely, Turing reducibility. We dctinc :I natural estension of Turing 
rcducibiiity to real nwnbtxs. 
(b) Let { 4,) be an effective enumeration of all partial recurs% functions. Define, 
for all k 2 I, two integers tk and ik : 
IA = 
max{&,,(2k +3): n < k and ch,, is total} if (3n< k)@,, total, 
0 otherwilie; 
and 
. 1 
3, if & is not total, 
I. = I, 
Zt, + 1 if dlk is total. 
Let y be the real number in [0, 11 whose binary expansion is 0.10’110’~ I Wl . . . , 
where 0’ means j consecutive O‘s, and x the real number in [O. l] such that the 
(Zk - i )st and (2 k)th bits of the binary expansion of s are 01, if (bk is total; and 
arc 10. if & is dlot total. for k = 1. 2,. . . . We will show that s and y satisfy 
condition (b). 
It is clear that the standard binary function +!J\ of s is Turing 4ucible to the 
standard binary function I& of y: the (2k - 1 )st and (2 k)th bits cf +,,( n 1, n 3 2 k, 
are 01 if the kth block of c)‘?; in the binary expansion of ,\! has an odd number of 
O’s; and are 10 otherwise. Thus, x s :‘ )‘. 
W \ ii:?‘:; .?how that x s ,, j JT By way of contradiction, assume that f is a recursive 
real iunction on [O, I ] and f( ~9 L Y. 1 ct M be an oracle TM which computes /I Also 
:et !H be a recursive modulus function for f; i.e., 
(Vn,k[(i, l]) I!(1-hj!~2-“““‘~Ijf(a)-f(b)jl~2 ‘I. 
Since III is recursive, there is an index j such that c#+ = HI. 
in the following. we describe an algorithm for testing the totality of every partial 
recursive function &, and hence derive a contradiction. 
We first build a table to tell whether or not C#I~ is total for k s j. Note that C& = uz 
and hence must be total. Then we inductively test whether or not &, is total for k > j. 
Assume that we know whether a,, is total or not for all )I = 0, 1,. . . , k (k 2 j). 
From this inductive hypothesis, we construct the first k blocks of the binary expansion 
of y. Then we calculate tA , I = max{$,,( 2k + 5): 11 s k and q$, is total}. Finally, we 
4mulate the oracle TM AI on input 2k + 5 with the oracle rl/,/. the standard binary 
function for tl = 0.1 ()‘I 1 WI . . . 10 L lO”k- 1. where i,, is the number of O’s in the hth 
block of the biniiry cxp;uGon of _I$. 
Since 11 tl -- !I/ 5 2 ‘A * I 5 2 ““‘I, ’ “. we h;l\ c 
(Recall that iIZ”(2k + 5) means A~“‘J( 2k + 5).) Note that we have defined .X in such 
ii \\cay that the (2k + 3rd and (2k +3)th bits of s are either 01 or 10, ;tnd so the 
first (2k + 2) bits of the output ,ZI”( 2k + C! ;kgree with that of the binary expansion 
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of x. Therefore, the totality of <15 ki I can be determined by the (2k + l)st and 
(2k + 2)nd bits of the output M”(2k + 5). This is a contradiction. C 
Recall Nerode’s characterization of truth-table reducibility that A s,$ if and 
only if there is an oracle TM M such that for any set X, MS computes a total 
function and M I3 compufes the characteristic function of A [ 11, p. 1431. If an oracle 
TM M computes a real function, then M’” computes a total function for any oracle 
C#I which binary converges to some real number. Thus Nerode’s theorem suggests 
that s.&.+ is similar to truth-table reducibility. 
We first extend truth-table reduciblity to real numbers. 
Intuitively, x is truth-table reducible to y if there is a ‘truth-table oracle machine’ 
;zrI such that for a given representation of y (a Cauchy sequence, or a left cut). M 
computes a representation of x by generatkg a truth table and queryiijg y about 
the truth values of the elements in the truth table. One way of formulating this 
notion using the left cut representations of real numbers is the following. Note that 
we need to require that the reduction function g work for 011 left cuts of v. Thus 
a simpler definition that _Y s F y if and only if L, s,, L,. is too narrow. 
Definiticsn 3.6. Let .Y and y be real number5 in [0, 11. We hay that .V is t&z-t&/r 
rdlfcih/e to y, ;Kird write s 5 J: v, if there is a recurske function I: such that for an) 
left cut H of ,v, there is a left cut C of s such that r‘ 5 ,, H via p. 
(a) Assume that g truth-table reduces x to y. Then, for any string s ~(0, I}*, 
R(S) is a tt-condition (,(tl.. . . , tk), a) where t, E (0. l}*, for is k, and cy is a boolean 
function cy :{O, 1)” + {I,. 1). 
The function 1~ controls the size of the queries to be made by g. It can be defined 
as nt( H) =max([tl: (3s E (0, I)“, 1st = n)t occurs in tt-condition g(s)}, for YE 3 1. We 
assume, without loss of generality, that M( II + 1) > m( rz) for all n 3 1. The function 
8 computes, from an approximate value to y, an approximate value to x. In terms 
of function g, 0 can be defined as follows. For each s F (0, I}*, if nz(n) S- /s/ =C 
IFZ( II + 1). then O(s) is lhe greatest string t of length FZ such that g( 1) is satisfied 
by L,. the st;nndard left cut of the number L( I’), if such a t exists: and is 0 
otherwise. (A tt-condition ((f,, . . . . r,), d 1~ said to be satisjki by a set A if 
tkQ&g.. . . .,I.,(!&))= 1.1 
11 is not hard to see that both IFI and 8 arc recurske functions. We only need to 
check condition (b). Assume that s c (0. I}“““’ and s - )-‘. Then, there exists a left 
cut 13 of !’ such t hilt .: is the greatest element of length IH(H) in R and L, and B 
ag-ee on the it of .btrings of length s m( rt ). By Definition 3.6, there is a left cut 
C‘ of s such that C s,! 13 via g. Let f be the greatest element of length 11 in C. We 
claim that tit s) = t, and hence c)( s) - s. 
To \ce tw+ fl( s) = t WC obstxvt: that for every dyadic rntional t, which has length 
=-. IFI( 1~ 1. we have x,J t, ) = yI ,( t, L Thus. f is the greatest dyadic rational of length II 
such that ,g:( t) is satisfil:d by H, as well ;ts I_,. So. H( s) = t, and condition (b) is satisfied. 
CC+) A~unl~ that 111 and 0 are two recursive functions which satihfy conditions 
(a) and (I,). Then, the membership of a dyadic rational t in a left cut of s can be 
determined from that of J by first finding a string s - J lvith 1.~1 = HZ{ Itl) ad then 
comparing i with f?( s 1. More precisely. for each left cut t3 of _v. let I~Q{ be the 
corresponding l~iIlill.>* function for ! defined as follous: &/I$ ( /I ) = 
Illi1 s( s : /.sr = II, s t H}). -1’hcn. from the detinitions of 112 and c-l, the function $i 11) =
ti( &,,( ~FI ( II ) 1 hInary converges to J So, let the left cut C’ of s defined by t- = 
(1: I=-- $(jtl I}. We ha\ae that C’ is truth-table reducible to H by the follo\t,inr! tt- L 
condition generator g. 
For* t; {(I, 1 >*, Ifj = tl, &fnc $(I) = (( II,,. :I,, . . . , u_Iz-~~ ]), 0,) whtxc 11, k a string 
of icn& m(u) ;mri L( II,) - i,P’“‘. O-- i--- 2’1”“‘- I, itnd u, is ;i boolc;in function L 
ckfine~! b\* the t’Oll~~\\ ing itl~~~l~~tlllll: 
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Theorem 3.8. x s E y if and only if x s,,., y. 
Proof. (+) Assume that f is a recursiye real function on [0,1] such that f(y) = X. 
Let M be an oracle TM which computes f, and m be the recursive time function 
of M. That is, if s E (0, l}nl”*’ and s -- z, then M”(n) -f(z). Again, without loss of 
generality. we assume that m( n + 1) > m(n) for all n 3 1. Define 8:(0, l}*+{O, 1)” 
as follows. If s~{O,l}* and m(n)+l<m(n+l), then O(s)=M”(n). Then it is 
easy to check that nz and 0 satisfy conditions (a) and (b) in Lemma 3.7. Therefore, 
HEY. 
M) Conversely, assume that x s E y. Then, by Lemma 3.7, there exist recursive 
functions m and 6 satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.7. Witglout loss of 
generality, assume that for all n, m(n) 3 n and m(n + 1) > HZ(H). We need to 
construct a recursive real function f such that f(y) = X. Intuitively, 111 serves as a 
modulus function for the computation of x relative to y, and 8 maps approximate 
values of y to that of X. So, the idea of the constrction is simply to define, for each 
s of length nz(rz), f(L(s))= L( O( s)j. The main problem with this idea is that the 
above definition does not necessarily give a continuous function, because 8 is a 
discrete function. This problem can be solved by observing that 8 hehavlz like a 
continuous function at values close to y (by condition (b)). So, we may desine f ( z) 
as follows. Let {s,,} be a sequence binary converging to z. If {@(s,,)} is a binary 
converging sequence, then we define f(z) = lim 0( s,,); otherwise, we know that z f .Y 
:md we use an interpolation technique to define f(z) to retain the continuity of _fi 
Formally, this construction is best described by using the characterization of 
recursive real functions given in Proposition 2.1. III other words, we are going to 
construct a sequence {f,]} of simple piecewise linear functions on [O. 1 ] which 
converges to a recursive function f such that fQI = 9. 
Wc deiintz { f,, > inductively. 
Let i’;,( 2) = ,! for all z E [O. 11. 
For s 6: (0, I )“‘0” I’, define f,, + , 011 d = L(S): 
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Assume that Il~~(~)-fk(d+2-“““‘)11 s k2-“‘-“’ , for all d of length 5 m( k). Since 
fk is linear on [d, d+2-“““1 for each d of length srn( k), we have 
IlfJd>-fddi-2 -“-))(J s IIfk(d)-~h(d+2-““k) -‘)I/ 
Now consider II = k+l. For d of length sm(k+l), 
4 IIi~~,(n>-~(d)ll+llf,(n,-f,(~+2 ‘~i’yl( 
+ IlfM+z ““I,+“)_~~+,(d+2-““~~1’)lI 
552 ‘+k.? Ir, 1,+2-k 
(iii) Since )If,,(n)-f,,+,((r)I(~2-” forall nof length ~IPZ(~+ l),we have /f,‘(x)-- 
.f,,+ ,(-~)I1 s 2 ” for all x E [O. I]. Therefore, {fi’} converges to some function f and 
IIf,,b)--_/(a& 5 2 “I- I’, for all _IY$I, 11. 
(iv) l-or any s E (0. 1 I}*. IsI = UZ( )I 1, /‘,‘I L(S)) can be computed from the definitil.~n 
of f,,. Yore specifically, in order to compute fn( d) (d = L(S)), we first find (i and d 
such that d (6) is the greatest (least) dyadic rational of length s r?z( n - 1) which is 
less (greater. respectively) than or equal to d. Then recursively compute fn_ !I d) 
and f,, I(d>. Finrtlly. compute f,’ _ I (d) from f,’ , (gf) and f,’ , f 6), and get J’( ti) from 
tl,, !!I!) and O(s). 
From Proposition i?. 1, {f,,} converges to f and f is recursive. 
Finally we show th;it fc JJ) = x. Let y,’ E (0, 1 }* be the greatest dyadic ratiolx4 of 
length rn( n) which is G y, and y’, E {OTl)* the least dyadic rational of length nz( n) 
vvhich is 2~. It suffices to show th:lt. for all II, (If,‘(Q - x1( d 2’-” and llfi’( y,,) -xii s 
9 ” since (f,,( y,,)} converges to f( y). Note that J,, zy and )I,’ - y and hence OQ,,) - s 
;;nd ti( j,, I- i- 
We prove this by induction on ‘I. 
( hir~i~d .swpL Since f,, = 5, it is true that !I_f(,( y,,) - A+![ c i and 11 f;lc y,,) - ~11 6 i. 
( Inh~tive step). Assume that ;I f,,( p, 1 - .Y 11 d ‘I and [I fJ y,,) - x 11 5 2 ‘I. Then 
11 f,,(z) - xl\ d 2 ” for all z c [y,,, _f,, 1, becaustz f,, is linear on [y,,, jj,]. So, (I_/;,( )!,, f 1) - - 
.Y 1) :- z ” and I& ( ,;,, , , ) - A- 11 22 ” because I,, + 1, F,, t I E: Lx,!. &I. 
CYonsidtx the folkwing uses for f,, + , (_v,, + , ). 
- Chw 1. 1)(!‘,‘+~)“j”(~,,+~)-2 ‘I. 
Then ~,,~~(~,,,)=frl(~~~,)-2 ‘I, and SO L 
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Case 2. NylI+d 3f,I(yn+1)+2-‘*. 
Similarly tGCase 1, Ilj,r+l(y,,+l)-~IJ 6 2~~(“+‘). 
cf2se 3. IP(y,,+J-My,,, JII a-“. 
Then j,,+l(yi+l) is defined as 8(yll+,) and so 11 j,,+,(y,,+l)-xJ~~2-“‘+“. 
Similarly G can show that /j,Ll( jj,l+r) - A 11 s 2- (? So the inductive step is 
proven, and the proof of the theorem is completed. Cl 
4. Monotone recursive real functions and many-one reducibility 
In this section we consider the class EW of aI1 monotone increasing recurhive 
real functions. 
First we state the basic properties of s q.n.+ 
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Lemma 4.4. Let g : (0, l}‘k + (0.1)” be a recursive function. Then x <Km v via g if a?!d 
only if 
(a) (‘dsE{O, l)*)r(s)<x*~(g(~))< y, and 
(b) (Vs~(0, l}*)c(s)> x+2-“‘=a~(&))> ~+2-‘~~! 
Proof. &) Note that the set Ex = {s E (0, 1}* : L(S) < x) is the intersection of all left 
cuts of x. It is clear that if g reduces x to y, then g maps some left cut C of x into 
E,.. Since E, c C’, g( E,) G E,. Similary, Fx = {s E (0, 1)” : L(S) > x + 2-‘“‘} is the inter- 
section of all r-he complements of left cuts of x. And g maps Fx into FY. This proves 
(a) and (b). 
(e=j Assume that .q satisfies conditions (a) and (b). For any left cut B of y, 
C = g ‘( B) is a left iut of x, because 
s -c g ‘(B)*g(s) E 5 
~L(s):G x+2-“’ (by (b)), 
and 
*l(s) 2 x (by (a)). a 
Theorem 4.5 x 5 :‘I if arld only if .Y s-_~ ,).+ y. 
Proof. (t-) Assume that f is an increasing, recursive function on [O, 11 and f(y) = x. 
Let Ad be an oracle TM which computes f, and m a modulus function for J Without 
10s of generality, assume that for every II, m(n) 2 n and m(n + 1) > m(n). 
If x is recursive then x d: z for every z E [0, 11. So assume that x is not recursive. 
This implies that f -“(xl = {y} and y is not recursive. 
For SE (0. I)“, define g(s) to be the greatest element t in (0, l}““rl+‘) such that 
M’( II+ 2) K s. We claim that g satisfies conditions (a: and (b) of Lemma 4.4, and 
hence is a reduction function for x s t y. 
Let s E (0. 1 }‘I, and gf s) = t. 
(a) If s <I s, then R/I’< rr + 2) < s implies that M’( n + 2) < s - 2~~“‘+” (because ISI 5 
n+2). Therefore, f(t)~M’(n+2)+2-‘““’ s s<x. So, t<f--l(x) = y because f is 
increasing. 
(b) Assume that s > s + 2. ‘I. Consider t’ = t+2‘ r’r”*42’. Then from the definition 
of g(r), we have M”(rr+2)?~. Therefore. f(t’)~.~-~~tr’i7’>X+2~~“1+“. Since m 
is a modulus function for f, t’ = t + 2-“““+‘) implies that f(t) 3 f (t’) - 2--(“i7’ > 
x+2- IH+z~ 
. 
and hence t >. y + 2~~'"~"+71. 
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(+) The prool of this direction is similar to th,lt of Theorem 3.8 except that 
here we need to construct an increasing function J First we observe that if x s Ey 
then, from Lemma 4.4, we can find two recursive functions nz and 6 which satisfy 
conditions (a) and (h) of Lemma 3.7: Let g be the reduction function for x d ,“, J’. 
Define m(n)=max{lg(s)l: Isi=n}, and for m(n)slsl<n2(n+l), @(s)= 
mhx{t: ItI = tz and [If’1 = n, t’ s t+ g( t’) d s]}. From these two functions, a sequence 
if,*} of simple piecewise linear functions can be defined exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.8, and this sequence converges to a recursive real function f and f(y) = X. 
The only thing left to check is that f is increasing. The key observation here is 
that hc is increasing on strings of the same length, which is clear from the definition 
of 8. (Note that a simpler definition e(s) = max{f: ItI = N and g(t) 5 s} would suffice 
to prove the existeme of a recursive real function f such that f(y) = x, but then fl 
would not necessarily be increasing.) From this observation we can prove by induction 
that each fil is increasing, and so is J 
First note that fil is a constant function and so is increasing. Next we show that 
if f,* is increasing then f;, + , is increasing. Since f,, + , is piccewise linear with breakpoints 
being dyadic rationals of length 5~ HI (rt + 1 I. we need only to check that for any d, 
r!f length r~(rz + 1) wtd cl, = d, t 2 “*w “,f,l(d,)~f,l(d,) impliesf,,. ,(&)=f,,+ ,( n,). 
with the help of d( &) s 8(6,). This can easily be done from the dcf’lnition of f,z + ,. 
Cuse 1. O( d, ) s J,( d, ) - 2 “. ‘Then 
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Theorem 4.7. If f is recursioe and strictly increasing 012 [0, I], then f’ ’ is also recursive. 
Proof. Let .%I he an oracle TM which computes f, and t~z the time complexity 
function of M. Withour loss of generality, assume that for all tz? (zz( n) 2 n and 
nt(n+l)>nt(n). 
We describe an algorithm for f ‘. 
Algorithm. For input 12 and an oracle (b which binary converges to some x E [0, 11, 
perfor% ilk following: 
For j-:= ~2+1 toado 
begin 
* 
b - 
e, := max(t: Ill G /?I( j) and M’(j) s &(j) - 2 ‘}; 
Y, :-- min(t: 111s III(j) and M’(j)> C/I(~)+’ +J; 
if c’~ -c?,<2 ” then output ti, the dyadic rational of length cu which is 
the closest to r( e, + e:), and stop 
end: 
We claim that the above algorithm always halts and outputs a number ti such 
that & f- ‘f VI. 
Lety,=f(f ‘(X)-G ‘““‘)and~~=f’(t ‘~X)+2~“it”).Then~,<x<y,,and,for 
some ktrgu k a2-f1. y=cs-2 +x+2 ky~. Therefore, by stage k +2 of the 
above algorithm. we wilI find some e, such that M’( k + 2) > d( k + 2) - 2-(‘+‘) where 
c’=e,+2 ,‘l’k+_“* Since IPI is the time complexity function for A4 (M”J( k +2) - 
.\I”( k + 311 s 2 “+ ? Therefore, 
11f”l(k+2)>&(k+2)-2 ‘~tr,>s-2”“1’-2-‘~+~‘>)!,+2 ‘X17,. 
Or. e, >f ‘(y,)=f ‘is)-2 “““. Similarly, we will find ez by stage k + 2 such that 
e,<f ‘(.x)+2- “I+“. Therefore, the algorithm will halt by stage k + 2. 
In addition, when it halts, e?-- et < 2-“, and e, of-‘< e,. So, I@‘e, + e,) - 
f‘ ‘(x)(1 < 2 -“‘+“. The output d is chosen as the dyadic rational of length sn and 
being the closest to J( e, + eJ, which implies that IId - I( e, + e?)(l s 2 (“+‘), and so 
II&-f‘ ‘(s)ll~ 2 ‘I. e 
The next corollary was first observed by Soare [ 131. He showed that if the standard 
left cut L, of s is r.e. but nonrecursive and a set S is nonrecursive then S +JX 
implicf I., q , S. 
Corollary 4.8. If s 5 $ _y md s is riot rewrsive, then v s 7 s. 
Corollary 4.9. If f is a recursive real function which is strictly imreasiq on 
[ Y--F, _y+~] for some FM, d2en y=zf(y). 
Finally, we compare s i.,P i with ++ 
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Theorem 4.10. There exist real numbers x and y in [0, l] such that xsti3y but 
Proof. It is proved in Theorem 4.2 that if x ~.~.~.~y and y is left r.e. then .Y is also 
left r.e. Also note that if (1 - y) is left r.e. then y is right r.e. (or, the standard left 
cut L, of y is co-r.e.). Therefore, we only need to show the existence of a left r.e., 
non-recursive real number y. (Thus (1 - y) d:,sy but (1 - y) S.$:fi$y.) 
Let K E N be an r.e., non-recursive set. Define y as follows: The nth bit of the 
binary representation of y is 1, if n E K ; 0, otherwise. We claim that the standard 
left cut Li. of y is r.e. but not recursive. 
To recognize an element s in L,, we start to enumerate integers from K and form 
the partial sums sumk = C {2- “: rt has been enumerated from K in k steps} until 
L(S) s sumk. This algorithm recognizes the element s in L,. On the other hand, the 
standard binary function $,. of y is not recursive because K is reducible to t,!~,,. Cl 
5. Polynomial time bounded reducibilities 
In this section we consider the class of reducibilities on real numbers with 
polynomial time boxnds. In particular, we consider the classes P9=(polynomial 
time computable real functions} and 999 = {monotone increasing polynomial time 
computable real functions}. We prove that s,~.+ is equivalent to <Ii*‘, the polynomial 
time Turing reducibility on reals, and that s J.P.+ is equivalent to 6 :f;‘, the polynomial . 
time many-one reducibility on reals. The proofs are similar to those used in Sections 
3 and 4, with some modificatons. 
Definition 5.1. Let x and y be two real numbers in [O. 11. We say that s is polpmmrial 
iiiix ?i!ritzg reducible to y, and write s G ‘;*” J’, it” s s F y via an oracle TM M which 
runs in polynomial time. 
Remark. Note th;it the situation :tt the polyrwminl time Iwel is different from that 
at t hc rccursivc level, whtxc s: ,). + is strictly stronger than s ‘I’. Here the oracle 
machine has a polync’mi~.~l time bound, atld hence is nonadaptive. One way of 
formiil:iting pc’lynomi~~l time truth-table reducibility is to dt$ntz A c :I 13 if thcrc is 
a polynomial time oracle TM with a polynomial time computable function d, such 
that x,.\ = 34” and, for each II. M”( 11) only queries about B the elements of length 
=. (6t CI) [4]. If WC extend this polynomial time tt-reducibility to real numbers, then 
wc get a rtxiucibilitv 4sii,” \+thich is equivalent to s::“, and Theorem 5.3 mav be 
YitlD txi ;1s 311 mido~~ >. at the polynomial time level, of Theorem 3.8. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.3. (G=) Immediate. 
(3) \Ve first state the following lemma as an analog of Lemma 3.7. The proof 
of the lemma is straightforward and is omitted. 
Lemma 5.4. x ePvH -I‘ y if and only if there exist a polynomial function m and a 
polynomial time computable function 8:{0, l}*+{O, 1)” such that 
(a) (Vs, IsI = m( n))lO( s)l = 12, and 
(b) if lsl=m(n) ands-y&en l@(s)l=nand t?(s)-x. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3 (continued). Applying this lemma 3nd following the proof 
of Theorem 3.8, we can construct recursively a sequence (6,) of simple piecewise 
linear functions such that (fi,} converges to a recursive function f and f(y) = x. All 
we need to do is to show that f is polynomial time computable, or that (f,J satisfies 
condition (iv’) of Proposition 2.2. That is, for all s of length m(n), g(O”, s) = f,? (t( s) j 
is polynomial time computable. This fact is not clear from the definition of (f,,}. We 
show it by a dynamic programming technique. 
Algorithm for g. Assume that inputs are 0” and s, IsI = r~t( n). 
LUI S,) := 0.; t,,:= 1 ,; h,,:= 0.1 4 binary): and k,, := 0.1 (binary); 
Far i:= 1 to rt do 
Begin 
S, := max(t: ItI = m(i), t 6 s]; 
t , := min(t: ItI = nz( i), t 3 s}; 
If s,_, = t,. , 
then u, := 0 and v, := (‘1 
else M,:=(s~-s;_,)/(t,_,-si_,) 
and ui:=(tj--,..,)/(t,_~-sj )); 
hj:=(l-~j)h;_,+u,k,_,; 
k;:= (l- c,)h,. ,+ v;k, 1: 
(L) If O(Sj)a hi-2 “- ” 
then h, := 11~ - 2 -“-- ’ ’ 
else if O( s;) 2 h, + 2-“- ” 
then hi := hi + 2--” ’ ’ 
else h, := O(s,); 
Jf @(t,) d k, - 2. ” -I’ 
then k,:= k,-2 I’-” 
else if O( t,) 2 k, +2 ” ” 
then k, := k, + 2-“-” 
else ki := 6(ti) 
End; 
Output ( h, ) ; 
End of algorithm. 
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We claim that the final hi and ki (computed in tht ith time through the loop) 
are fi( s,) and f;( ti), respectively. Since s has length tn( rt), s,, = s. Therefore h,, = 
f,,(&) =f,l(s)- 
(Proof of the claimj. We show it by induction on R For i = 0. we have h,, = k,, = l= 
ftl( so) = h,( to). Assume that hi _ I =fi _,(si__J and ki._, =fi. ,(f, _,A Then by the ith time 
we reach the position (L), h, =fi_,(s,) and k, =fi_ &,) (because fi. I is linear of 
[ s, 17 t, _ ,I). The following two nested-if statements calculate fi( s,) and fi( 1,) according 
to the definition of fi. Therefore the claim is proved. 
Finally we check that the algorithm runs in time O( ]I( nl( n) + ?‘,( ttt( tj))) where 
T,, is the time complexity function for 8. This completes the proof. CI 
Next we consider i,,,,~,: and s t:;“. 
Definitron 5.5. iet _x and y be real numbers in [0, I]. WC (;ay that .x is polytwtt~ini 
time ttztrny-one r4rcible to y, and write x s ,‘r,+” _v,if there exists a polynomiat time 
computable function I: such that x s :i _v via g. 
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6(s)=max{t:Ifl= n, g(t)sS}, for m(n)+l< m(n+l), may violate our require- 
ment (ii). So, we need to modify our definition of { fil} more drastically. 
If the following, we describe an algorithm for {fn}. Let m be a polynomial function 
such that m(n) 2 Ig(s)l for all s of length IsI s n. 
(Algorithm). fi, = I. 
Assume that f,, is defined. The breakpoints of f ,,+l are dyadic rationals of lengths 
srn(r-~+ 1). For each & D of length s~Pz(~+ I), let 
Then E,, has exactly five elements, call them e, < ez < e, < e, < eT. Define 
fl,<d)-2-” if g(e,):+ 
f cn, f,,(d)+2-” ifg(e,)cdforalli=l,..., 5, 
” )I+ I = 
4, if g(e,) d d for all js i 
and g( e,+ ,I > d, for i = I,. . . , 4. 
It is a routine check that {Al} converges to a recursive real function J Furthermore, 
f is polynomial time compc:table, which fact can be proved by a dynamic program- 
ming algorithm similar to the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
We stil\ n \mA ~~~ ;o verify that, for every II, f,I is increasing, and f(y) = x. 
Similari) to the proof of Theorerni 4 c: we show by induction that each _f,* is 
incrcasir,g. fo is certainly increasing. In the following we show that if fn is increasing 
then fr,+ , is increasing. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.5, we need only to show 
that, for any dyadic rational d, of length ul-z(n + I) and d, = d, +2- “*‘rzfl’, f,?+ ,( d,) s 
.1;, + I ( (1). under the assumption 
(1) 
For convenience, write E”) = E‘,, = { ei”: j = I,. . . , 5) for i = 1, 2. Then thr: key 
observation here is that 
e:‘)s e:” forj=l,...J (2) 
because f,,( ti,) s f,,( A>. 
Furthermore, we have, from the definition of f,# + Iq 
l~f,,(d,)-f,,+,(n,)ll~2 ” for i= 12. (3) 
so, f,,(d,) ‘f,,(n,,+2 “I ” implies f;# + ,( d,) s f;,+ ,( A), and we may assun:e that 
t;,(&) i. f;,(l/J+Z “I ‘I; or, 
II’= “I t’; ej for. some j = 1, . . . , 5. (4) 
Using conditious (1)-(-I), we can show that f,l+l(Ld,)s f,l+l(d7j by a case anlaiysis 
similar to that in the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
Chse 1. g(e’,“l ‘1 ri,. 
Then, f,,+,(d,)=f,,(&k2 ‘1~t;,(c&F-2?1 sfrltl(dL), because of condition (3). 
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Case 2. g(e)*‘) d dl for all j = 1, . . . , 5. 
Then ~‘~i,((11)=f,,(ci,)+2-‘1~el,1’=e)” for some j=l,...,% Since g(ei”)= 
g(e\‘))< d, <: &, f,l, ,(d,) is either =f,,(A)-2-“, or 2ei2’. Either case implies 
f,,, ,(d,) z- ;.. ,bfJ _.’ * 
(<Y’ase 3, g(ei”) s dl and &&!I) > d for some 1 c k < 5. 
Then fiI+@,) = e\,‘. 
Case 3.1. e~“=e~” for some j= 1,. . . ,5. 
Then, similarly to Case 2, j,,+,(d,)~ e~“af,,+,(d,). 
Case 3.2. ei” < e\“. 
Then, f,,+ ,(d,) = e(k” < j,,(& -2. ‘I d j,,+#d. 
The above case analysis completes the proof that, for all n. fir is increasing. 
Finally we check that j(y) = x. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.5, we prove 
by induction that \lj,J y,,) - s( s 2 ,, and [I,:J )‘,,) -XII s 2 -‘I where F,, (,i;,,) is the 
greatest (Icast) dyadic iational of length s m( )I) which is s .,‘ (2 y, rehpectivcly). 
M/ithout loss of generality, assume that s and y are not in II. 
Since j(,C v,J = j,,\ y,,) = L, the initial step is ea:;ily chxked. Assume that the clzim 
is true for- f;,. Consider j,;; ,( y,,+ ,). First note that j,, is linear on [y,,, ,i;,,] and 
x,, + , c [Jo, j,,]. Therefore 11 j,,C yi,, ,) - x-11 6 2 “. Let e, < e, x: eJ < Ye < eG; be the five 
numbers in E ,S,,il. Let ec, = eI -2 . 00 1) Then e,, < s c: es. As! ume that e, < s < eicl 
for some 0 5: j 54. We claim that e,s j,,ilQ,,+I)~e,+,, and t ence j,,+,~~,,,,bx. 
Hy Lemma 4.4, e, < s implies ,Sie,,) a< y for all k c j, and hence ~(e,, ) = y,, +, for 
all k 5 j because g( e,,) has length s nr( II + 1). Similarly, e,_+ , > x implies g(e,, :) b 
y+2 “I( ,: 6 1 I 
Comhinin~ 
and hence g( e,, z) > _&,_+ ,. 
the above bounds on g( CT,) and ,q(e,, z) and the definition of j,, + ,( v,, , , ), r 
we can check that, in each of five cast’s ( j = 0. f , . . . , 4). c:‘, sf,‘, ,(+,) s e,, ,. For 
instance, if j = 0, then g( el) ) y,, , , l- y,, + , implies that j,, + ,(T,, + , ) s e,. In addition, 
!;, ’ I ( ))‘I 4 1 ) must be greater than or &ual to <,( v,, , , ) - 2 ” which is >q,. Thus L 
(‘0 + j,, t I( ))‘I t 1 ) = e,. We leave the other four cases to readers. 
Similar&~ we may prove that /Is,, + ,(J,, + ,) - _u[I G 2 “I’ ‘I. Thus the inductive steb is 
proved. S(; is the theorem. rJ 
Proof. WC will construct ;i 1-4 number .Y in stages. At stage II, w tr_+ to find a 
witness d,, in D of length 311 such that [ &, c: _x ;:nd ,+I,,( d,,) 2 1 - S] or [d,, > .Y - 2 “‘*I! 
3nd M,, ( d,, ) 5s 1 .- r + 2 “J”~1)‘], whtye M,, is the I1 th p+‘nomial timt’ bounded I’M. 
If a witness ~1,’ is found at stage II then, by Lemma 4.4, s g L;“( 1 - .v) by !W,‘. Thus 
.Y P ;;;K ( Z - A-) if we succeed in all stages. 
Let x,, be the empty string (>so that ~(s,,) = 0). 
.bsum~ that prior to stage )I, we have c?btained ;_I string x,, cjf length 3~. 
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Stage n 
Let dt, := x,, 100; 
If MM,,) 2 1 - 4, 
(End of Stage n) 
Let x = Cm,,,, I( x,,). 
then x,, I := x,,lOl else x,,+l := x,,ML 
Since I~,,+,I=lx,~)+3=311+3, and since ~~<~,~+,~~,,+2~~‘~‘~‘*‘+2-‘~‘*~~’, we 
have x,* < x < x,, + 2-3”, for all n. 
Cor.skkr Stqe n. If M,, (d,, ) 2 1 - d,,, then d,, < x,, l =C x, and M, (d,, j 3 1 - d,, > 
1 -&+I > 1 - x. On the other hand, if M,*( d,,) < 1 - d,,, then x,*+ l = x,,OOL SO, d, = 
.~,,lOO~~,,+,+~-‘~‘~+~‘>~+~-~‘f~~ and M,,(d,#)< l-d,,< l--x< 1-~+2-.~,‘~fl’~~~l’~. 
Therefore, in both cases, d,, is a witness for stage n. 
This proves that x P,q’R( 1 - x). Cl 
Corollary 5.8. (a) x=‘-’ g.P.gy*~x+iy. 
(b) There exist real nunzbers x atid ~7 such that x s ,,+ y but x 6 g p,i br, M . ,, _ 
In the proof of Theorem 5.7, assume that M,, has a time bound p,,(k) = k” + n. 
Then the time complexity of x is 0( 2’; ). With little effort we may provt ‘Je existence 
0f ai1 X 3 tin-x complexity O(2’;) such that x s.$.~.~ ( 1 - x): simply increase the 
precisior. .jf x,, to about 2” (by add@ traililig O’s). The simulation of M,* (d,,) only 
recluires a little extra time. 
6. Some other reducibilities 
In this section we discuss the extension of other types of reducibilities on real 
numbers, and state, without proofs, some related resulrs which we feel interesting. 
One of the advantages of treating a recursive real function as a reduction function 
is that we can easily generate many natural reducibilities on real numbers by adding 
complexity and/or analytic properties to the functions. For example, we may 
consider the differentiability property of real functions and define 99?9k = 
{f~ :kS: the kth derivative f’“’ of f exists and is continuous on [0, 11). Then, a 
potentially infinite class of reducibilities has been defined. Many questions can be 
asked about this class of reducibilities: Do they have recursion-theoretic characteriz- 
ations? Do they form a ~a1 hierarchy of reducibilities? Our investigation on this 
cl;tss of reducibilities is preliminary. The following results about the relationship 
;tmong K , e + s / n r and s ,, j have been obtained. 
Theorem 6.1. (a) There exist real numbers x and y in [I), 1] such that x s n.iy but 
x P J’,‘?.,, _ * v 
(11) There exist real nurttbvrs x and y in [O, l] such that .L c j.R.i, y but x S J.,?.i y. 
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Another interesting direction is to consider redutribilities with nondeterministic 
polynomial (NP) time bounds. Various types of p,P time-bounded reducibilities 
have been studied by Ladner, Lynch and Selman [4]. Tn particular, NP time Turing 
reducibility has been shown to be strictly weaker than polynomial time Turing 
reducibility [l]. Recently, much research has been devoted to related relativized 
questions. 
Let us define an NP time computable real function f by modifying the conditions 
for po!ynomial time computable real functions given in Proposition 2.2. 
Definition 6.2. A real function I: [O, I] + [0, 1] is NP tir~ze computable if there exists 
a sequence of piecewise linear functions {f,,}, and a polynomial function III such 
that conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied by . fi,} and IIZ, and 
(iv”) the set A = {(O”, s, 0: s, t E (0. l}*, Irl = II, IsI s m(n) and c(~)s~,,(L(s))} is in 
NP. 
Roughly speaking, if the set of all pairs of dyadic rationals lit: below the graph 
of a function f is in NP, then we say that f is NP time computable. We write .Q?Y 
to denote the class of all NP time computable real functions. Nf? real numbers and 
NP real functions have been studied in [2, 5, 6, 121. 
WC can also extend NP time Turing reducibility sy” to real numbers. and sho\c 
that 5 , ,, ~ = < ~“*“. 
Definition 6.3. Let .Y and y be rwl numbers in [O. 11. WC say that s is /VP time 
7itring rehcihk to y, and write .V c :“*I2 v, if there is a nondeterliiinistic polynomial 
time computable oracle TM M such that for any oracle function <t, which binq 
converges to 14, M’” accepts a left cut of s. 
As we mentioned above, Baker, Gill and Solovay [l] have shown that 6 :’ # G y”. 
Can we slic~w a similar result about 5 ‘;.I’ and C r”*“‘? ‘I’he answer is no unless we 
can settle the P = ?NP question. It is proved in [S] that 9% =X:9$ if and only if 
I’= NP. Thus P = NP implies 93 = ,O??F, and hence s.E j = 5 \,,+ On the other 
hand. if P f NP. then we only know that there esists a function f‘ in .W:9 which is 
not polynomial time computable. That there exists a real number _V such that 
f’c !*i f S(J) for all g in 93 1s a stronger statcnlcnt, and is not known. That is, the 
question ot’ whether P f NP implies 2; /‘, f s \.,> + is open. 
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